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WELCOME TO YES EVENTS
Yes Events are very proud to have been Syon Park's preferred production partners
since 2002.
Our aim at Syon Park is always to highlight the natural beauty of this wonderful
venue with a carefully chosen selection of lighting effects, discreetly installed to
give the maximum impact whilst not becoming intrusive.
Our lighting and entertainment schemes always draw compliments and act as a
superb backdrop to any celebration. This is just a small selection of the services we
can supply. Please don’t hesitate to ask for further details.
We hope you enjoy browsing through the possibilities and look forward to helping
you create some wonderful memories.
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SPECIAL PACKAGE OPTIONS
Please choose any two of the following eight special package items to be included
within your booking with Syon Park.
You can then add any of the other special options at only £250.00 each.

OPTION ONE
Uplighters in your choice of colours discreetly positioned in the 12 wooden planters.
These lift the areas either side of the Main Dome, bringing the plants and palms to
life at night.

OPTION TWO
A colourwash of the Main Dome in your choice of colours.
This looks magnificent from both inside and outside the Conservatory. Choose a
shade that complements or contrasts your colour scheme.
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OPTION THREE
Lanterns lining the pathway from the Conservatory to the Mercury Fountain.
Choose 60 tealight lanterns or 30 coach lanterns arranged along the path and
around the fountain, gently twinkling as dusk falls.

OPTION FOUR
Spotlights to the Mercury Fountain and a colourwash of the bushes and trees.
Bring the fountain to life with sparkling water and bathe the foliage beyond with
your choice of colours to add depth and entice your guests outside for a romantic
stroll.

OPTION FIVE
Giant mirror ball and super-bright spotlights.
A real show stopper as we fill the Conservatory with thousands of rotating
reflections. Wonderful for a first dance and sure to draw a gasp of amazement from
your guests!
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OPTION SIX
Dry ice effect for your first dance.
Float on a cloud as you take to the floor for your first dance. There can be no more
romantic way to start your evening.

OPTION SEVEN
Uplighting to the central façade of the Great Conservatory.
Reveal the beautiful architecture of this stunning building in your choice of colours.

OPTION EIGHT
Uplighting to the Lily House & Cactus House Wings.
Bring the wings either side of the main Conservatory to life in your chosen colours.
Please choose any two of the eight special package items to be included within your
booking with Syon Park.
You can then add any of the other special options at only £250.00 each.
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OTHER SERVICES
UPLIGHTING OF INDIVIDUAL TREES IN THE GROUNDS
Add extra depth to the gardens by lighting chosen trees in your choice of colours.
£40.00 each

GIANT LETTERS
Standing 1.2 metres tall they really make a big impact and would form the perfect
backdrop to your photos. Within the price choose up to any 4 characters.
All letters of the alphabet are available, together with special symbols to spell out
your message.
£250.00 for up to 4 characters

VIDEO
Screens to show your special photos and videos. Two 60” HD LED screens on high
stands complete with a laptop can show your precious photos and videos during
dinner, or even be used to spice up the best man’s speech!
£450.00 for 2 x screens & laptop.
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SOUND
High quality PA system with wireless microphone for speeches and background
music. This discreet system is suitable for use in the Great Conservatory, the Great
Hall & the Courtyard.
£250.00 with microphone & stand

DANCE FLOORS
Create a real focal point for your dancing with one of our beautiful dance floors.
Choose from pure white, white starlit or black and white chequerboard, or even
Night Fever style!
From £550.00 (16ft x 16ft)

EXCITING DISCOS
We have years of experience in supplying high quality discos, using the latest
equipment and the very best DJ’s, working behind our starcloth DJ booths.
We can supply all the equipment in crisp white, or the more traditional classic black.
£600.00 black disco or £750.00 white disco
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MAGIC SELFIE MIRRORS & PHOTOBOOTHS
Right on trend and sure to be a huge hit with your guests. Our magic selfie mirrors
and photobooths are an entertaining and memorable way of capturing your
celebrations.
Each package provides the option of still photos on your customised print outs, GIF
short videos or boomerang videos that are sent instantly, as well a high resolution
digital copy of all photos sent to you shortly after your special day.
Both our mirrors and booths come complete with dressing up props, unlimited
prints, an attendant present throughout and a complimentary guest book featuring
all print outs from the event.
From £595.00 for 3 hours use
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PARTY BANDS
There is nothing like the excitement generated by a great live band and we work
with some of the very best in the country. Whatever your musical taste, we have it
covered. Please ask us for further details on our extensive music roster.
From £1,800.00

CEREMONY AND WEDDING BREAKFAST ENTERTAINERS
Whether you would like a string quartet or harpist to play during your ceremony, a
jazz trio to add extra atmosphere to your drinks reception, a skilful magician
amazing your guests over dinner, or perhaps a cocktail barman mixing up a storm,
we can help. Leave it to us to turn your ideas to reality from our large catalogue of
perfect entertainers.
Prices vary so please ask for more information
Please note all prices listed in this brochure exclude VAT at the current rate.
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BESPOKE PRODUCTION
This brochure showcases just a few of the most popular services we supply at Syon
Park. We are also able to provide a fully bespoke set-up, creating unique and
exciting parties for our discerning clients.
It is impossible to list everything we can provide here, so please contact us to chat
through your ideas.
We would love to turn them into an exciting reality!
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CONTACT US
0800 024 1234
info@yesevents.co.uk
www.yesevents.co.uk

Please note all prices listed in this brochure exclude VAT at the current rate.
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